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The H.M.S. Unseen is one of the most efficient, lethal submarines ever built. But suddenly, on a

training mission off the English coast, it vanishes, baffling military intelligence on both sides of the

Atlantic, including national security adviser Admiral Arnold Morgan. A missing weapon is dangerous

enough. But then the unthinkable begins to happen.... Planes begin blowing up across the skies.

Searching for answers, Morgan is convinced that only one man can be behind all these devastating

events: his archenemy, the world's most cunning - yet reportedly dead - terrorist spy. Determined to

stop his old nemesis, Morgan must use all his wits to find a madman armed with a powerful sub

hidden somewhere in a million square miles of ocean. What Morgan doesn't know, however, is that

the fanatical terrorist has a plan of his own, one that will bring these two intense warriors

face-to-face - and only one will come out alive in one of the most chilling spy stories of the year.
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Several years ago, I read the seven books in this series, and enjoyed them all. Recently, I had the

urge to do so again, and am now on the fourth book of the original seven. H.M.S. Unseen is the

third book, and I have enjoyed it very much. I particularly like military novels, and this series is one

of the best, as it is about submarines, and being former U.S. Navy, I can appreciate these kind of

novels. I would have rated this with five stars, except for one thing. I believe detail is necessary for

both plot and character development, however in the case of this book I believe there is just to much

detail, and it lasts so long on some occasions, that it takes away from the book for a time. That



being said, I thoroughly enjoyed this book and am looking forward to the rest of the series. Ken P.

Canton, Ga.

Great great book. What will they think of next?

Patrick Robinson is a terrific writer. He is knowledgeable,predictable when it counts as well as

unpredictable when you think it counts. Hard to put down,and just a terrific storyteller

Great story but has to be read as part of the Patrick Robinson series. Start with Nimitz and you are

off an running.

GREAT BOOK

Ridiculously dynamic. Absolutely amazing. And what a twist at the end! Clancy was great,

amazing...but this dude has his stuff on LOCK!

This is the 3rd book in this series and it is just as good. Did not let me down.

Excellent. Third in a series. Fascinating background on submarines and the military. A great fictional

story made more believable and realistic because of that background. I was sorry to see it over.
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